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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Important Note: All parts of a question must be attempted together at one place,
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Section-I
Q. N. 1 Explain with reference to context any three of the following:
(20
i. And my foe beheld it shine
And he knew that it was mine
ii. A voice so thrillinig nev’r was heard
In spring-from the cuckoo bir.
iii. Turning again toward childish treble, pipes
and whistles in his sound
iv. I’m a wolf-so watch out. Sit there, and if
you make a sound, I’ll plug you
v. Excuse me, sir, I am not accustomed to listen
to such expressions or to such a tone of voice
Q.N.2 Attempt any three of the following questions. (Answer each question in 150 words) (20
i. When and why does Glovanni in his address to Beatric, call Dr. Rappaccini ‘your awful father’?
ii. The Dushess is more loathsome than the jeweler. Comment. (The Duchess and the jeweler)
iii. Towards the end of the story, the mayor calls happy prince, ‘little better than a beggar’. Why?
iv. Disscuss papva as an unreal and fake prude. (The Bear)
v. What is your estimation of the character of primrose? (smoke-screens)
Q.N.3 Attempt any three of the following questions. (Answer each question in 150 words) (20
i. Why does words worth call the solitary Reaper’s song ‘A melancholy Strain’?
ii. What does T.S. Eliot mean by ‘standing upon the shore of all we know’ in his ‘Departure and Arrival’?
iii. Describe Emily Dickenson’s Journey in the company of death.
iv. W.B. Yeats does not under estimate politics nor does he reject it. Elaborate.
v. How reliable and durable are ‘Love and Fame’ in the eyes of Keats? (When I have fears)
Section-II
Q.N. 4 Read the following passage and answer the questions given at the end. The answer must be in your
own words.
(25

Q.N. 5 Translation From Urdu to English.

(15
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Section-I
Q.No. 1 “A Selection from modern english essays”.
Attempt any three of the following questions. (Answer each question in 150 words)
(20
i. Aldous Huxley ihn ‘Beauty industry’ calls annual expenses of one hundred an fifty six pounds on
makeup ‘A tidy sum’. Why?
ii. “ Whistling of birds’ shows its writers love for nature. Elaborate.
iii. What experiences on the surface of moon, the writer describes through earthly comparisons?
(Walking on the moon).
iv. What is the relation between committing mistakes and free will? (To err is human)
v. How do carious vitamins keep human body fit?
Q.No.2 “The Old Man and the Sea”
Attempt any three of the following questions. (Answer each question in 150 words)
(20
i.
Every thing abut him was old, except his eyes and they were cheerful and undefeated. Discuss with
reference to the old man.
ii.
Which is the greater challenge for the old man. Struggle with the big fish or fight against the
sharks?
iii.
The man Is brave but not reckless. Comment.
iv.
Discuss DiMagio as a great source of inspiration for the old man.
v.
Write a brief note on the old man’s life on land
Q.No.3 Write an essay, with outline, of 300-350 words on any one of the following topics: (20+5)
i. Terrorism
ii. Media and its impacts
iii. Dignity of Labour
iv. Drug Addiction
v. Laptop Scheme in Punjab
Q.No.4 Correct any Five of the following sentences.
(10
i. He described about the scencry. Ii. What beautiful scencries! Iii. What an awful weather! Vi. I couldn’t help
not laughing at the joke. V. The flowers smell sweetly. Vi. I am thinking you are wrong. Vii. Both of them is
dead. Viii. If he was here, he would support me. Ix I need good sleep. X. Will you please lend me copy of ‘old
man and sea’?
Q.No.5 Use any five of the following phrases in sentences
(10
A brain wave, Bear away the palm, Cry for the moon, play someone false, on the eve of, Go about, Run over,
Put off Hold by, Carry on
Q.No.6
(15
Write a letter to the editor of the newspaper, on reckless driving.
Or
Write an application to the principal of college about to request for one day study trip.
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